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jaw at about the same moment, and looked 

to see whether I was crazy or joking. 

“<< Well, let the fireman attend to matters 

here, and come back and see,’ said I. 

“ We hurried to the rear, and in a moment 

Jake saw as well as myself that if there was 

any joke in the matter we were the victims 

of one; and of rather a serious one too, for 

the train in the rear had gained onus a full 

mile while I had been forward. The red 

cinders were pouring out of the smoke-stack 

as if from a blast-furnace, the head-light 
threw a glare along the road burnishing the 
iron rails to our very wheels. Close 

as he was upon us, the engineer of the 
advancing train had not given the slightest 

signal to warn us of his approach, and made 

no response to our repeated whistles of 
alarm. He was violating all railroad rules, 
and if he had determined to secretly run us 
down he would act just as he was then doing. 

Jake at first seemed to be struck dumb 

—not so much because he then thought of 
danger, as at the cool impudence of the 
engineer behind. He looked asif he would 
like to throttle him. His tongue after a 
while got into working order, and he broke 
out, ‘ What does that crazy fool mean?’ 

“«The engineer must be either crazy or 
drunk,’ said I. ‘If he keeps on in that way 
ten minutes longer he will surely be into us ; 
and I signalled the fireman to put on more 
steam. ‘What business the train has upon 
the road at all to-night is what puzzles me.’ 

“¢*J wonder if it isn’t an engine the old 
man is sending down to Jamaica to the 
shop for repairs?’ said Jake. ‘I saw the 

‘Ben Franklin standing on the side track 
with steam up just as we started. From 
the. way she overhauls us, there can’t be 
much of a train behind her.’ 

“T did not know but that Jake might be 
nght, for I had seen the Franklin standing 
in the depét when we left. That engine 
was just as fast as our own, and if it was 
without a train attached, as Jake supposed, 
might easily gain on us, as it seemed to be 
doing. ‘At any rate, we shall see when we 
pass Jamaica Station whether Jake’s theory 
is correct,’ I thought and said to him. 

  

“By this time the fireman, acting as 
engineer, had given our engine ali the steam 
she would take, and we were slashing along 
at a lively rate, I tell you,” said the con- 
ductor. ‘The good people along the road 
who were out of their beds must have 
thought that a railroad Gilpin was riding 
another race according to the new style. 
I was angry enough to have sent a bullet at 
the crazy engineer following us, and I deter- 
mined that my first business the next day 
should be to complain to the superinten- 
dent of his foolhardiness. I thought that 
possibly, being for the moment his own 
master and no longer under the immediate 
orders of a conductor, he was indulging in 
a kind of railroad spree, and for a lark was 
driving up to the top of our speed, expecting 
to end the race and his day’s work at he 
same time at Jamaica. G 

“Well, we tore through that sleeping 
village without stopping long for refresh- 
ments, I can assure you, and then Jake and 
I looked to see our comical friend in the 
rear pull up at the station and take lodgings 
for the night. But we were mistaken in our 
guess. Not a whistle was given by our 
pursuer as a signal that he intended to stop : 
not a sign of slackening was shown; but, 
on the contrary, he was gaining upon us 
even when we were doing our very best. 
Sometimes a curve in the road would shut 
him a moment from our view, but he would 
round it in an instant, and every new turn 
brought him more closely upon us. Jamaica 
had been left far behind, and we were out 
on the wide Hempstead plain. The old 
Constitution was on her muscle. Our. train 
was actually swaying and rocking with 
the speed like a yacht on the waves. The 
telegraph poles, upon which the light from 
our windows would glint in the dense dark- 
ness, were flying behind us at every second. 
The sound of our wheels as they struck 
the ends of the rails was a continuous hum. 
But do the best that it might, our engine 
with its heavy train was no match for the 
light-weighted one behind that was gaining 
upon us, and was not the eighth of a mile 
off, The glare from its lantern shorg


